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Feature 1

Areas of high value

Employees” (pages 28 and 29), AEON Co., Ltd., UNI Global
Union, UA Zensen, and AEON Group Labor Union Federais the third case in Japan, and the content of the agreements

multi-facetted corporate activities of AEON MALL with its

includes respecting eight ILO core conventions. In addition,

management philosophy of “Life design developer that works

locally-hired employees who work for the mall are provided

with communities and produces future lifestyles” along with

with a generous system for career support and child-rearing

feature articles and AEON MALL’s five pillars of CSR. For

support. Employees are important stakeholders for a compa-

this fiscal year’s report, I have an impression that the content

ny, and their importance will increase in Japan as the working

has been further improved such as, for example, carrying a

population decreases. I would like you to continue performing

new article about the percentage of female managers. Fur-

these activities.

The Five Pillars of CSR

ion to the AEON MALL CSR report. This report describes

Feature 3

tion have entered into “Global Framework Agreements” that

Feature 2

This is the second time for me to express a third party’s opin-

CSR communication because it carries many voices of the

AEON Group has a reputation for its high awareness for

stakeholders and on-site photographs, continuing from the

environmental conservation, and AEON MALL that belongs

previous financial year.

Together with
Local Communities

thermore, this report can be considered excellent in terms of

to this group is no exception. As described in “Consideration

As I mentioned as the third party’s opinion of the last fiscal year, the business environment surrounding shopping
the number of large-scale commercial facilities has reached
the saturation point, shopping malls are greatly expected in
ly reflect regional characteristics and meet the needs corresponding to life stages of the people who live nearby”. Under
the title of “New Mall Information” (pages 6 and 7) in this reTokoname, a “recreational park where the sea and the sky
can be fully enjoyed”, which opened in fiscal 2015 are intro-

charge stations. AEON MALL is enthusiastically working on
items which it has been focusing on, such as waste reduction, resource recovery/recycling, water quality conservation,

Thank you for reading our report.

energy saving, and consideration for biodiversity. As you can

Information on our CSR activities will be uploaded on our website in a timely manner.

see from Feature 3 (pages 16 to 19), AEON MALL which is
accelerating overseas mall openings has acquired the certi-

Please access the information whenever required.

fication by actively introducing solar power generation systems and co-generation systems in its overseas malls. I want

AEON MALL CSR

Search

to appreciate AEON MALL’s high awareness of environmental issues.

Corporate Governance
Effort

duced. In addition, Feature 1 (pages 8 to 13) describes reno-

of EV chargers, the entire group has established 193 power

Consideration for the
Environment

port, concept malls of great individuality such as AEON MALL

vey in 2015. As for the number of EV charger installations

Safety Management
at Malls

the future to function as “commercial facilities that attractive-

MALL received the “Green Star” rating of the GRESB sur-

Working Environment
for Employees

malls is undergoing tremendous changes. In Japan where

Cooperation with
Partners

for the Environment” (pages 32 to 35) in this report, AEON

vations of existing malls and the “ultimate localization project”
that are being executed to deal with the change of times and
meet new needs. This is an important social responsibility

My Request to AEON MALL
The introduction of the PDCA cycle is essential to improve

through developments of individual regions. I want to com-

CSR activities properly and continuously. In the next report, I

mend the high awareness of social responsibility through the

hope that you will show us the purposes, details of initiatives,

main business of AEON MALL.

target values, level of achievement, etc. in a list regarding

CSR Accounting Report
2015

supports the happiness of people and their sustainable lives

Data Collection

that should primarily be accomplished as a developer that

principal CSR activities AEON MALL is performing by considering that they are important. Furthermore, I would like to

tioned, how employees with different gender and form of em-

suggest that you consider organizing CSR activities by using

ployment are working for AEON MALL while achieving their

the framework of seven ISO 26000 core subjects in the me-

work life balance. As described in “Work Environment for

dium term.
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Feature 1 (pages 8 to 13) describes, besides the above-men-
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